PENNDOT TO PARTNER FOR VANPOOLING

Partnership with Enterprise Rideshare for statewide program in Pennsylvania

Press release published on January 12, 2018

The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT) and Enterprise Rideshare are partnering to launch the Pennsylvania Vanpool Incentive Program (PVIP), a new vanpool program that will be available throughout the state of Pennsylvania. Through this program, commuters can travel to/from work in subsidized vans that seat between seven to fifteen people. Enterprise provides 24-hour roadside assistance, liability insurance, and scheduled maintenance, and will offer PVIP participants free ride-matching services so that users can link up with commuters traveling similar routes. This partnership aims to provide a convenient, cost-effective transportation option that will reduce both carbon emissions and local traffic congestion.

PSTA & TRANSIT APP OFFICIALLY PARTNER

Partnership for one-stop, real-time trip-planning in Pinellas County, Florida

Launched on December 15, 2017

The Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA) has selected the Transit app as the official trip planning application of Pinellas County, Florida. The Transit app offers an easy-to-use, multi-modal platform, through which users can access real-time information regarding PSTA's transportation options and arrival/departure times. The application also integrates information on mobility on demand services, so that transit riders can, for example, check local bikeshare availability or request an Uber ride as needed, from within a single app. As part of this partnership, PSTA will officially advertise the Transit app and the Transit app will share anonymous data regarding users' trip behavior, which can help to better inform PSTA planning and operations.
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